
 

Which of the following numbers is closest to

the value of 17 0.3 20.16 7
i

999

A 0.01 B 0.1 C D lo E 100

We have
0.3 3 to

20.16 I 2 10

999 I 1000

17 0.13 20.16 17 3 x to 2 10
a

999 1000

17 6
Tooo

I 1001000

0.1

Four of the following points are vertices of

the same square Which point is not a

vertex of this square
A l 1,3 B o 4 C 2 1

D 1,11 E 3 2



B a

Be

So C 1,3 is not part of the square

when a positive integer x is divided by 6

the remainder is 3 What is the remainder
when 3x is divided by 6

We have x Grit 3

3x 3 Cont 3

18 n t 9

18N t G t 3

613N ti t 3

So the remainder is 3



How many weeks are equivalent to 2016 hours

There are 24 hours in a day so

24 7 168

hours in a week

Now 2016
16g

12 so there are 12 weeks

in 2016 hours

An alternative notation for negative numbers is

demonstrated in the following representation of

counting backwards

3,2 I O OO 000 0000

What is the result of 000 t oooo n this

notation

We have 00 I

000 2
0000 3

etc C n is written as ntt zeroes

So 000 t 0000 2 t 3 5
which would be expressed as

000000



Marie changed her dice by replacing 43,5 with

1 3 5 respectively She left the even

numbers unchanged If she threw two such dice

which of the following totals cannot be
achieved

A 3 B 4 C 5 D 7 E 8

We have

3 4 t l l

4 2 t 2

5 6 t C l

8 6 t 2

It is impossible to roll 7 because if we

express it as the sum of positive numbers we

need an even and an odd and its not

possible to roll a number higher than 7 to

allow a negative number on the other die

Angelo wrote down the word TEAM He then

swapped two adjacent letters around and wrote

down the new order of the letters He proceeded
in this way until he obtained the word MATE
What is the least number of swaps that



Angelo could have used

It can be done in 5 swaps

TEAM
I

TAEM
I 2

TAME
I 3

ATME
4

ANTE

15
MATE

Can it be done in less At some point M
will have to pass each of the other three letters

A will have to move in front of 2 letters Each

of these requires its own swap

So we need at least 5 swaps



Sven wrote 5 different l digit positive integers
on a blackboard He discovered that none of

the sums of two different numbers on the

board equalled 10 Which of the following
numbers did Sven definitely write on the

blackboard

A I B 2 C 3 D 4 E 5

The answer is 5 because the only way

to achieve a sun of 10 using 5 is

5 5 but we know all the integers are

different so this is impossible

Also 5 must be included because there are

only 4 pairs of integers that add to 10

so if we choose only one integer From each

pair for the list our only possible choice

for our final number is 5



Four numbers a b c d are such that

at 5 b I c't 3 d 4

Which of them is the largest
We have

at 5 d 4

at 9 d

acd

and
b I d 4

b d 3

b e d

b e d
and

C't 3 d y

a d 7

c c d

cc d

so the largest is d



A square is split into 9 identical squares
each with sides of length 1 unit Circles are

inscribed in two of these squares as shown

What is the shortest distance between the two
circles

7



d 22 22 8
d d 2r22

7
2

7

The circles have radius so we need to

subtract twice this number from d which is

the distance between their centres



Hence the distance is 252 1

A tennis tournament was played on a knockout

basis The following list is of all but one of

the last seven matches ly final semifinal and
Final although not correctly ordered 13 beat A
C beat D G beat H G beat C C beat B
E beat F Which result is missing

Player Hectares Knockedout
A l 114

B 2 Semi
C 3 Final
D I 114
E l unknown

F I 114

G 2 unknown
H 1 114

The missing game is between E and G

Since E played less games than Gi the

result must have been G beat E



The large triangle shown has sides of length 5

units What percentage of the area of the

triangle is shaded

The area of the large triangle is

S x 5 x sin 600
25yd

The area of a small triangle is

x l x l x sin Goo I
4

So the unshaded area is 341 and therefore

the shaded area is
25yd 3 22

and hence the unshaded percentage is



1

Tsars
5 Yodo 88

Quicker method

Divide the triangle into smaller triangles
as shown

There are 25 Smaller triangles and 22

of them are shaded so the shaded

percentage is 21 88 as above
25



Sepideh is making a magic multiplication square
using the numbers 1,2 4,5 10 20 25 50 100

The products of the numbers in each row

column and the two diagonals should all be
the same The figure shows how she started

which number goes in the cell marked



Product of all 9 numbers

1 2 4 5 x 10 20 25 x 50 100

2 50 4 25 x 5 20 100 10

1004 10

4074 10

910

So the product of each row columnldiagonal is

TF9 103

50

3
10
To II 50 top row

In the middle column we need 1 10 100

in some order But we cannot put 100 in

the centre box since then the product



on the diagonals is too large
So we must have the following

50

Then we can complete the diagonal
Bottom right 1002 5

20 10

Then we can Find 1002 4
50 5

The complete grid

50

25 10

42100 5



Eight unmarked envelopes contain the numbers

1,2 4,8 16,32 64,128

Eve chooses a few envelopes randomly Alie takes

the rest Both add up their numbers Eve's sun is

31 more than Alie's How many envelopes did

Eve take

Eve must have taken the 128 since the sum

of the other numbers is only 127

Use trial and error and small adjustments

EVE ALLE

128 112,4 8 16 32 64
Sum _128

Sum _127

1,128 2,4 8 16 32 64
Sum _129 Sum 126
112,128 4,8 16 32 64
Sum 131 Sum 124

1,2 4 128 8116 32 64
Sun _135 Sum 120

1,214,8 128 16,32 64



Sum 143 Sum 112

At this point the difference is

143 112 31

as required

Eve took 5 envelopes

Another solution The sum of all the

numbers is 255 Let E be the sum of

Eve's numbers Then Aliers numbers have the
sum of E 31
So 255 Et E 31 2E 286

E 143

The only way to combine the given
numbers to create a total of 143 is

128 t 8 41 21 1

So Eve took 5 envelopes



Peter wants to colour the cells of a 3 3 square
in such a way that each of the rows each of

the columns and both diagonals have cells of

three different colours What is the least number

of colours Peter could use

An example of a

colouring using five colours

Can it be done with less

We use three different colours on the top
row but the centre of the square must be

different to all of these

I 23
4

d b v

Hence we need at least 4 colours
Now consider the two marked squares

I 2 3
4

A B



Square A must not be colour 1,3 o 4 So

make it colour 2

I 2 3
4

2 13

But then square 13 must not be colour 1,2

3 or 4 and hence we need at least 5

Colours

The example at the beginning shows it is

possible to use only 5



The picture shows a cube with four marked

angles LWXY LXYZ LYZW and LZWX

What is the sum of these angles

Z Y consider the back face of the
cube We have

XYZ 900
x

2 Suppose the cube has side length
x Then

WZ I XFL
W

similarly WX ME and

2 X at



Consider SXWZ.lt's equilateral all sides

have length xrz so LZWX 60
Consider SWXY

VI

r
W X

When considered on a plane there is a

right angle at Lw Y Similarly LYZW 900

So the angle sum is

90 t 90 t 90 t 60 3300



There are 2016 Kangaroos in a Zoo

Each of them is either grey or pink and at

least one of them is grey and at least one is

pink For every kangaroo we calculate this fraction

the number of Kangaroos of the other colour divided

by the number of Kangaroos of the same colour

as this kangaroo including himself Find the Sun of

all the 2016 Fractions calculated

Suppose there are g grey Kangaroos and p
pink Kangaroos Then gtp 2016 and the

sum of all fractions is

p Ep t g Pg gtp

2016



What is the largest possible remainder that is

obtained when a 2 digit number is divided by the

sum of its digits
The remainder is always less than the divisor

So to maximise the remainder we try to make

the divisor that is the sum of the digits
as large as possible

The largest possible divisor is 9 9 18
when we have 99 18 5 t 9

The next largest is 9 8 81 9 17
When we have 98 17 5 t 13

89 17 5 t 4

The next largest is 8 8 7 9 9 7 16
when we have 88 16 5 t 8

79 16 4 t 15

97 16 6 t 1

Any divisor below 16 will result in a

remainder below 15 so the largest possible
remainder is

15



A 5 5 square is divided into 25 cells

Initially all the cells are white as shown

Neighbouring cells are those that share a common

edge On each move two neighbouring cells have
their colours changed to the opposite colour
What is the minimum number of moves required to
obtain the colouring shown

We need to change the colour of 12

squares Since none of them are neighbours
this will require at least 12 moves

The following sequence shows that 12

Moves is sufficient



1 2

43

5 4

46

7 8

49

It 10



I 12

So the answer is

12



It takes 4 hours for a motorboat to travel
downstream from X to Y To return upstream from

Y to X it takes 6 hours How many hours

would it take a log to be carried from X

to Y by the current Assume the current flows

at a constant rate and the motorboat moves

at a constant speed relative to the water

Suppose the distance between X and Y is d

Let be the speed of the boat and a be

the speed of the current

Downstream speed dist
time

Xtc dy

D 4kt 4C

Upstream speed dit
time

x c of
d 6x be



x 3 3d 12kt 12C

x 2 2 d 12kt 12C

Add

d 24C

Now time dist so
speed

24 d
C

and therefore it takes 24 hours



In the Kangaroo Republic each month consists of

40 days numbered 1 to 40 Any day whose

number is divisible by 6 is a holiday and any

day whose number is a prime is a holiday

How many times in a month does a single working

day occur between two holidays

Mark holidays in green

I 2 3 04 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Hence it occurs once



Jakob wrote down four consecutive positive
integers He then calculated the four possible
totals made by taking three of the integers
at a time None of these totals was a

prime What is the smallest integer Jakob
could have written

Let the four integers be n nti n t2 nt3

Then the four totals are

Ntnt It nt2 3nt3

ht htt tht's 3nt4

ntnt2tnt3 3 1 5

Ntl t nt2tnt3 3 16

We need these all to be composite
We want to minimise n so start from n and
increase by 1 until we Find a value that meets
the requirements

I 3N 3 Totals 6,7 x

NII 3n 6 Totals 9,10 11 X

n 3n 9 Totals 12,13 x

1 4 3n 12 Totals 15,16 17 X

3n lS Totals 18,19 X



I 3n l8 Totals 21,22 23 X

NII 3m21 Totals 24,2526 27

So the smallest integer he could have written is

7



Two sportsmen Ben and Filip and two sports
women Eva and Andrea a speed skater a skier

a hockey player and a snowboarder had dinner
at a square table with one person on each edge
of the square The skier sat at Andrea's left
hand The speed skater sat opposite Ben Eva and

Filip sat next to each other A woman sat at

the hockey player's left hand Which sport did
Eva do

Skier

Andrea

Since Eva and Filip sit next to each other

Ben can't be opposite Andrea

Ben can't be to Andrea's right since then the

skier would be opposite him but we are told

that he is opposite the skater

DOESN'Tskier Ben
skater WORK

Andrea



So Ben must sit to Andrea's left and therefore
he is the skier

Skier skater
Ben

Andrea

suppose that Eva is opposite Andrea

Eva
skaterskier FilipBen

Andrea

then one of the women is the hockey player
but this is not possible since we are told that

the hockey player has a woman to their left

So we only have one possibility left
Filip

skier skater
EvaBen

Andrea

Then Filip must be the hockey player since he has

a woman to his left but Andrea doesn't and Andrea
is the snowboarder
Hence Eva is the skater



Dates can be written in the form DD.MN YYYY

Today's date is 17.03.2016

A date is called surprising if all 8 digits are

different In what month will the next surprising

date occur

The smallest possible first digit in the year is 2

so the answer can't be December the 12th month
November isn't possible since it has a repeated digit
So we need a O for the month
We can't use 2 or 0 for the day so we will
need to use 13 19 or 31 All of these include
the number 1 So the year cannot include a 0 or l

The earliest possible year is therefore 2345

The earliest possible month is 06 June since we

are saving 1 for the day The earliest possible

day is 17

So the next surprising date is 17.06.2345 and

the answer is

Tune



At a conference 2016 participants were registered
From PI to P2016 Each participant from P1 to

P2ols shook hands with exactly the same

number of participants as the number on their

registration form How many hands did the 2016th

participant shake

102015 shook hands with everyone else
Pl only shook hands with P2015

P2014 shook hands with everyone except Pl
So P2 only shook hands with P2015 and P2014

P2013 Shook hands with everyone except P1 P2
So P3 only shook hands with PZOIS P2014 P2013
etc
I

P1009 shook hands with everyone except P1 P2
P1006

So P1007 Shook hands with PZOIS P2014
PIO09

P1008 shook hands with Ploo9 P2016
So P2016 shook hands with everyone from P1008
to P2015

1008 E n E 2015



I E n 1007 E 1008

Hence P2016 shook hands with 1008 others


